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Manage IT as a Business : How to Achieve Alignment and Add Value to the CompanyButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Many IT projects fail to deliver the benefits to the business that they promised. This is despite the fact that IT managers and staff work hard to meet the needs of the business by putting systems into place and ensuring that network operations are reliable and stable.  The cause of this problem is almost always a misalignment of IT within the...
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Information Systems: Achieving Success by Avoiding FailureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Despite people’s best efforts information systems are particularly prone to failure. Some systems never materialize, others appear late and/or over budget and those that are implemented often fail to deliver the promised levels of performance. The consequences of these failures affect people throughout the organization concerned and beyond,...
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QuickBooks 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Keep your small business finances in tip-top form
    

    Manage your business accounting and financial management tasks — quickly and accurately    

    If you're like most small-business people, accounting is the last thing you want to spend lots of time on. That's where this handy...
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Scotland For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2007

	Enjoy sightseeing and shopping in bustling Edinburgh and Glasgow or explore unspoiled scenery and welcoming towns in the Hebridean Islands, Southern Scotland, Tayside, and the Northeast. Go from the Highlands to the Lowlands. Hike, canoe, or just relax at Loch Lomand. This friendly guide gives you the scoop on:

	
		Edinburgh...
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TSP: Leading a Development Team (The SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2005

	Leaders of software-development projects face many challenges. First, you must produce a quality product on schedule and on budget. Second, you must foster and encourage a cohesive, motivated, and smoothly operating team. And third, you must maintain a clear and consistent focus on short- and long-term goals, while exemplifying quality...
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Outsource It!: A No-Holds-Barred Look at the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of Offshoring Tech ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		If you need to expand your business but not your budget, if your group has an intense but short-term project, if you don't have the skill set to get a job done-it's time to think about outsourcing. Starting from the first step (should you outsource part of your tech work?) to the last (how can you protect your intellectual...
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Design on the Edge: The Making of a High-Performance BuildingMIT Press, 2006
This is the story of a small building in Ohio that was one of the first, if not the first, substantially green or high-performance buildings on a college campus. It spans the decade between 1995 and 2005. In that time, Americans impeached a president, balanced the federal budget and then unbalanced it again, witnessed the largest corporate...
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Ubuntu on a Dime: The Path to Low-Cost Computing (Path to Low Cost Computing)Apress, 2009
You know that Ubuntu software costs nothing. Now you want the PC system that costs as little as possible and runs Ubuntu and OS applications without complaints and calls to tech support.
So you spend your hard–earned dollars on the hardware only and have your own optimized Ubuntu PC. This is the book that will show you how to get what you...
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Web ReDesign 2.0: Workflow that WorksNew Riders Publishing, 2004
If anything, this volume's premisethat  the business of Web design is one of constant changehas only proven truer  over time. So much so, in fact, that the 12-month design cycles cited in the  last edition have shrunk to 6 or even 3 months today. Which is why, more than  ever, you need a smart,...
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RV Vacations For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2006

	From New England to the Oregon Coast, from Texas to the Tetons, America is full of fascinating and friendly places — and your RV is a great way to get to any one of them. This fun, friendly guide shows you how to get the most out of your RV vacations with fun itineraries and handy tips on:

	
		Choose the...
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How to Cheat in Adobe Flash CS5: The Art of Design and AnimationFocal Press, 2010

	Need to solve problems quickly to develop creative projects to time and to budget? Want to hone your Flash skills so you can concentrate on your animation? Then How to Cheat in Flash is for you! Chris Georgenes shows how to work from the problem to the solution - from the viewpoint of an animator who has been commissioned to create a job and...
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Get Good with Money: Ten Simple Steps to Becoming Financially WholeRodale Books, 2021

	NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER • A ten-step plan for finding peace, safety, and harmony with your money—no matter how big or small your goals and no matter how rocky the market might be—by the inspiring and savvy “Budgetnista.”

	
...
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